The effects of number of stimuli and prior exposure on performance of concurrent visual discriminations during suppression of inferotemporal cortex with cold.
The visual part of the temporal cortex, cytoarchitectural area TE has been split into dorsal (TEd) and ventral (TEv) subdivisions. TE has long been associated with the identification of objects. However, in order to explain retrieval deficits with suppression of prestriate cortex, but not with suppression of TE, we hypothesized that object identification might take place in a working memory in the prestriate cortex upstream from TE. Exposure to the stimuli before suppressing TEd was hypothesized to cause its contribution to be relayed to prestriate cortex in anticipation of further work with them. This predicts that during TEd suppression there is a loss of access to some long-term visual memory, and without that access, large numbers of stimuli should overwhelm the limited capacity working memory. It also predicts that prior exposure to stimuli should protect them from loss during TEd suppression. We challenged these predictions in two experiments. In the first, we tested the animals on three concurrent discriminations requiring them to retrieve 8 pairs of stimuli for each one. The animals performed well on some of the discriminations during TEd suppression, but failed on others, which is consistent with the prediction. Also, different animals failed with different stimuli. However, when we tested with only the failed discriminations, they still did badly with one or two pairs, which is not consistent with the prediction. In the second experiment, we tested them with 1, 4, 7 or 10 pairs of visual discriminations drawn from a set of 23 the animals had learned. Half of the discriminations were presented immediately before suppression and half were not.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)